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GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY

Students anticipate annual charity pageant
B y B R I T TA N Y M U R R AY
Reporter

Get your tiaras nacn! It is time to tlancc,

sing, and ultimately impress all of George Fox
University. That is right! Mr. Bruin is back!

you get to know the twelve contestant who
were nominated so you can buy a ticket to the
pageant from the guy you want to win. Mr.

Bruin will be during Homecoming week this
year on Wednesday evening, Feb. 18.
W h a t d o e s M r. B r u i n e n t a i l f o r t h e m e n

Mr. Bruin is a male charity pageant put on by

who are nominated? Once chosen, the twelve

George Fox ASC.

nominees will attend weekly practices where
they will rehearse a choreographed dance.
Along with the dance, they will also prepare to
do a talent and an interactive Q&A with their

Three men from each class arc nominated

by students to be in the event. Nominations
were from Nov. 3 to Nov. 10. Hopefully, you
were able to participate. If not, make sure

mothers.

For the talent part of the competition, the
nominees will get to choose what they would
like to do. Last year, the talent competition

included guitar and singing, gymnastics,
interpretive dancing, and even shape shifting.

choose

George Fox

attended. It isn't your stereotypical beauty
pageant. Be sure to purchase your ticket early.
It is going to a lot of fun, and it is for a good
cause. What more could you ask for?
See PAGEANT I page. 8
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Sifuentes said, "I knew God was telling me
that George Fox was for me; here I would grow
in my academics, and my spiritual life. 1 love
how Christ is the center of our lives, the way it
should be everywhere." Although she comes
to George Fox as a
recognized academic

University

is

able to provide a
challenging academic
advancement

for

even the brightest
minds. Graduating
from high school
4.17

C PA

student

body president,
Ryan Lane has
accomplished
great feats in his
young life. Lane
could potentially
go to any college

lives, the way

he desired with his

it should be

credentials, but

chose George Fox.
asked

why, he said, "I
chose George
Fox because it is a

Christian college. My faith is very important to
mc, so a college that is focused on God is where

I wanted to go." Lane also offered the audience
his secret to success, "Good sleep every night.
Good sleep will allow your brain and body to
function better each day."
Amanda Ankeny graduated as valedictorian
from her high school. Ankeny chose GFU due
to its Christian environment and its intimate

See SCHOLARS I page. 8
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year the first class of 35 nursing students will
graduate from the fully accredited program.
The accreditation will make it easier for

Photo by KEVIN BROWN

Freshman Sara Schneider, freshman, stars as Millie Dillmount in Thoroughly Modern Millie."

Iwento
th
teopennigngihtofh
te
theater department's "Thoroughly
Modern

Millie"

and

was

blown

away by how much I enjoyed it! The fastpaced comedic musical received a standing

achiever who excelled

in high school, she
feels "academically
challenged at George
Fox University, in a
good way."
George Fox

to

keeping with these standards.
The accreditation has been three years
in the making and includes countless hours
of work from staff and faculty in the nursing
department.
As of this spring, the nursing program
receives a five-year term of accreditation.
Although a class graduated Last April, this

Danicla Sifuentes, a freshman mechanical

engineering major, echoes these same feelings.

When

is looked at by

re-evaluated regularly to ensure the program is

McFarland said, "I definitely believe George
Fox was the right choice for me. Looking back,
I can see that God was calling me here the
whole time, and looking ahead, I can see that
there arc many opportunities here for God to
work through me." The development of an
academic life can go hand in hand with the
development of a personal life.

-Daniela
Sifuentes

Fox nursing program a certain validity that

accreditations are

environment pulled her into George Fox.

everywhere."

Education and provides an unbiased assessment
of professional education programs.
This national accreditation gives the George

met. Both of these

Fox University and Oregon State University,
but ultimately the personal and Christian

life. I love how
Christ is the
center of our

agency recognized by the U.S. Secretary of

and show a level IP th© PUTSing
of professionalism department.

She says that she was debating between George

my academics,
and my spiritual

accreditation. The CCNE is an accreditation

practice in clinica Staff and faculty

Megan McFarland is a biology student who
recently enrolled in George Fox University.

would grow in

George Fox University is now only one of

four universities in Oregon to receive a CCNE,
Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education,

accreditation

Achievers.

as

GOULD

News Editor

and

of Oregon's Top High School Academic

and

N ATA L I E

both statewide jnclud©© countless

George Fox University has been chosen
as the place of higher education for many

for me: here I

&

Every yesrs in the
program needs making ©nd

By KRIS BRIER-JONES
Guest Reporter

a

B y T R AV I S E V E N D E N
Guest Reporter

graduate schools. HSS b06n tnT©©

prefer GFU to state schools

with

accreditation

This event is quite comical and very well

Top high school students

telling me that
George Fox was

Nursing program
granted ful

So who knows what the men will cook up this
year. The sky is the limit!

Thoroughly Modern Millie'
opening a success

Top scholars

"I knew God was

ARTS&CULTURE j Page 5

ovation from the audience after a night of
laughs and songs. Jessica Sarver, a member

of the ensemble, said "Thursday night's
performance was full of energy, excitement
and adrenalin. I feel that the show went very

students to apply to the nursing program and
will allow for a more thorough education as
well as a prestige that is not found at every
university. Although the application process
may be easier, the competition in the program
will likely increase, says Ron Mitchell, nursing
department chair.
The nursing program started in 2004 and is
the newest major offered at GFU. Those who

graduate through the program arc prepared to

See MILLIE | page. 5

See NURSING | page. 8

Campus retreat to be a time of "Restoration and Renewal"
B y B R I T TA N Y M U R R AY
Reporter
A time for rest and relaxation. A weekend
of restoration and renewal. "Be still and know

that I am God." Psalm 46:10, is the theme for

the fall campus retreat. Sign ups go through
Nov. 12 in the Bruin Den from ll:30-l:00p.m.

Those who wish to attend will travel to Camp
Tadmor located in the Cascade Mountains. The

campus retreat is open to students, staff, and

faculty. It will start Friday, Nov. 14 at 7:00 p.m.
and last until Sunday, Nov. 16 at 12:00 p.m.
The purpose of the campus retreat is to
provide for the George Fox Community an
environment away from the distractions of

school so attendees can experience restoration
and renewal in their hearts and minds. This is to

be a place for God to speak to students and to
stir a deeper desire to know him more fully. A
place that will foster meaningful conversations
as students discover together what it means to
be the body of Christ.
Steve Sherwood, assistant professor for
youth evangelism and discipleship at GFU,
is the speaker for the weekend. Those who

attended chapel on Nov. 5 had a taste of what is
in store for the retreat.

The campus retreat costs S17. Cash or check
payment is accepted. If paying with check,
please make them out to GFU. Those who sign
up will receive a free fall campus retreat t-shirt.
If planning to attend the retreat, there are
a few things to bring. Since it is November, it
will be cold. Make sure you bring warm clothes.
With a fun variety of activities, students will

Photo by KEVIN BROWN

The fall retreat sign-up table located In the Bruin's Den
need hiking shoes, clothes that can be worn
for the mud pit (optional activity), and a digital
camera (for an optional group activity). For the
Bible studies, bring a Bible, pen, and a journal.
A sleeping bag and pillow will be necessary.

Also other items such as a towel, shower flipflops, toiletries, and a flashlight will be helpful.
The campus retreat is a great opportunity
See RETREAT 1 page. 8
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It's Time for a Change—To the Constitutic^
MELANIE

SPRINGER

MOCK

Faculty Advisor

The rumors started a long time ago: before
Barack Obama was elected president, before
his contentious battle with John McCain,

perhaps even before the protracted Democratic
primaries. "Obama is not one of us," the mass-

emailed gossip said. "He's Arab or Muslim or
the Anti-Christ. And we need to be afraid. Very
afraid." The rumors also asserted Obama did

not have a US birth certificate, meaning that—
constitutionally—he was not eligible for the
very office he sought to enter.
Never mind the bigoted undertones of
these claims, the unspoken assertion that
because Obama did not look like "us," he was
to be feared. But such rumors took on even

more sinister hue when the emails argued that
Obama was trying to cheat "us": that he had
really been born in Kenya, and his mother
had doctored the birth certificate, or—more

cgregiously—had secreted Obama to Hawaii
from Kenya only days after his birth, then
secured a US birth certificate for her foreignborn son.

(/Xnyone traveling internationally or with
an infant or via 1960s (light schedules would
know how far-fetched such claims where, but
still: somehow Mrs. Obama had cheated all

these systems, her prescient sense that someday
her son might seek the presidency driving her
to such exhaustive means of obtaining that US
certificate.)
A few people I respect emailed these
arguments to me, hoping to prove Obama's
lack of fitness for the presidency because he
was born overseas. My (albeit hasty) response
was that 1) such rumors were ludicrous and 2)
perhaps it was time to change the constitution
so that foreign-born US citizens might still run

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

for president.

birthplace.

Constitutional heresy? Absolutely not. And
here is why.

My sons seem fit for a political life. Both are
gregarious and charismatic, diplomatic, eager to
shake hands with strangers and to kiss babies.
Okay, so they are only six, but they have the
temperaments and skills of budding politicians;
and with two parents heavily invested in—or
perhaps just overly obsessed with—our nation's
politics, running for some kind of office is not

purpose of the amendment,

Like most mothers, 1 want to encourage my

history, nor the ways a
changed cultural context

out of the question.

kids to dream big. I would like to tell them, "In
the US, you can be anything you want. Perhaps
even president." But 1 can't honestly say this to
them, not without a constitutional amendment

allowing foreign-born US citizens to become

On Saturday, November 1, 1 ate breakfast
with my freshman daughter at the Bon. \X'hile
there 1 saw the Thursday, October 30 issue of
"The Crescent." I was perplexed by 3 stories

(written by Travis Evenden, Melanie Mock and
josh Borrelli) in regards to politics. This letter
was a struggle for me because I wasn't sure my
views would be 'heard' by individuals who wrote
the articles or those who support the views

means he does not know

US history or government

and baseball. Still, the constitution bans them

that he was not educated

from ever running for president. Even "Joe the

in US schools during that

Plumber" has an easier chance of ascending to
the country's highest office.
Once in awhile, processes begin to amend
the constitution. In the past five years, Orrin
Match (R—Utah) introduced an amendment
to the constitution to allow foreign-born US
citizens the opportunity to run for president, if
they have lived as citizens for twenty years. The
Schwarzenegger Amendment, nicknamed after

time. Some suggest only

w w w. s o d a h e a d . c o m

those born here should lead

thev hear at home from their politically-

ROBERT

G.

Guest

born sons know more about US history and

Internet rumors may suggest otherwise, but

eligible for his office. Nonetheless, his
birthplace should matter little in his fitness to
serve as, I imagine, is the case for many other
of our countrv's immigrants, who may well have

the talent, temperament, and ability to lead our
country well. The US constitution should be
amended to make such leadership possible.

politics than most of their peers, given what

webmail

service provided
by Google that
completely outstrips
the competition.

can be opened in Google Docs
with one click. Docs provides storage,
editing, and collaboration tools for the three
aforementioned file types. Google also offers

Gmaii
free

Finally, Gmail is completely
compatible with George Fox's

Third, Gmail blends seamlessly
is

a-

innovation

does

to add events that are mentioned in emails to

one's Google Calendar. It is remarkably good
at recognizing when an event is being described

in an email. Finally, logging into Gmail logs

accounts come with more than 7.2

gigabits of space. To put this in perspective,
I've been using Gmail as my sole email account
for three and a half years, and I'm only using

eleven percent of my available space. Google
also adds a small amount of storage space to

election and consider future elections, I exhort

every account every day. Instead of deleting

you to look at life through God's eyes as

emails, Gmail has an "Archive" option. This
removes the email from your Inbox, but keeps
it searchable by date, content, sender, etc.
Essentially, I have access to every email I have
sent or received since I started using Gmail, all
searchable with the power of Google.
Second, Google's method of
organizing emails makes it very

Bruinmail. I use my George Fox
email

the user to hunt through his or her inbox to

read the article I found that it was full of claims

and-forth conversation. This feature alone

that did not have sufficient evidence to support
them. For example, your guest columnist
concluded that Jesus was not a conservative,
according to a definition that he did not cite,

makes Gmail stand apart from the pack, but
you may need to see it to fully understand it.

because

it

is

more

professional and provides some proof

that I am a college student when pursuing jobs,

internships, or scholarships. Unfortunately,
I hate the Bruinmail web interface, especially
after having used Gmail before coming to
George Fox. Fortunately, Gmail allows me to

send and receive email as though I were using
Bruinmail. I signed up for email forwarding
to my Gmail account in BruinData so that I

like emails.

Fox email account as a custom "from" address.

receive all email sent to that address in Gmail.

Then in Gmail's settings, I added my George

Fourth, Gmail's versatile labeling

After verifying that I own that George Fox

system. Most email clients allow the

email account, I can now send mail from

accessibility. Google realizes what
the problem with this system that

Fox email address show up in the "from" field.
To the email's recipient, it looks like the email
was sent from my George Fox email.
Did I mention Gmail was free? There are

/£m\ L, user to sort files into folders for easy
others do not: often times, an email may belong
in two different "folders." Labels function

similar to folders in that they are a way of
accessing emails that the user has grouped
together. However, the labeling system that
Gmail uses does not force the user to choose
which "folder" to put the email in. The email

can have as many different labels applied to it
as are desired. This lifts an arbitrary constraint
put in place by other systems.

within Gmail and choose to have my George

a myriad of other features of Gmail I wish I

had space to talk about, such as autosaving

drafts, keyboard shortcuts, Gmail Labs, POP3
email importing, advanced filters and search

terms, and many other innovations. " I hope
that the features I've described are enough to
whet your appetite, but don't take my word for
It. A Google account is free to sign up for and
requires very little personal information. Go
ahead. Give it a shot.
I M

easy to follow email conversations.
Gmail groups reply together with
the original email instead of forcing

newspaper a sentence jumped out at me. "Jesus
was, by definition, not conservative (p. 6)." This
sentence provoked me to read the article. As I

address

the user into Google Talk, Google's chat client.
Chats take place in the browser, and all chat
histories are searchable from within Gmail just

storage for Gmail. Right now, free

As we all review the results of this week's

Accounting & Business Admin. Major

basis. One's birth country does not imply

with all other Google products.
Documents, spreadsheets, and
O presentations attached to emails

^ Google offers vast amounts of

VladimirTkach

long-standing US citizenship, have no factual

LESLIE

discussing politics, but should be at the top.
By supporting candidates that are opposed
to life as designed by God, you too stand in
opposition to life as designed by God. When

Sincerely,

our ncwiv elected US president does indeed have
a US birth certificate, and is constitutionally

Writer

top five reasons.
First, using Gmail means never
having to delete emails ever again.

represents the diverse views of a Christcentered university should not allow someone
to use political terms to describe the actions
and life of our Lord Jesus Christ.

entire lives in the US and for those who claim

Five reasons why you should be using Gmai

even our political affiliations also include this
perspective?
The issue of life cannot be put aside when

of Jesus. Along with other students and faculty
members that I have spoken to regarding
this article, I believe that a newspaper which

to which they have already traveled.

But such arguments, for those raised their

example). And, really, my six-year-old foreign-

year with mostly shrill arguments about

obsessed parents, and given the historical places

foreign loyalties.

seemingly disappeared, replaced this election

Schwarzenegger, who reportedly has presidential

the rest, here are my

what the Holy Bible tells us about the character

here because all others arc susceptible to having

ambitions, the amendment lost traction and

California Governor and Austria-born Arnold

our actions, our Christian worldview and

and that "the life of Christ was actually much
more liberal than it was conservative." 1 firmly
believe that these claims directly contradict

adequately to lead, given

lasting fidelity to that place (remember Timothy
McVeigh?), nor does a birth overseas demand
one's allegiance be placed elsewhere (60,000
immigrants now serve in the US military, for

While there arc many
reasons email by
Google is better than

The October 30th, 2008 issue of "The

No, those arguing that
foreign-born citizens arc not

educated here, know only English, arc culturally
American down to their love for greasy food

that God does. Shouldn't this be a pivotal view
held as we participate in the world but not be of
the world? In addition, shouldn't our opinions,

Crescent" left me, and as well as others, very
disturbed. As I was browsing through the

constitution.

four years in Indonesia

not exclude Gmail.

Dear Editor:

might demand a changed

finalized his adoption, Both my sons are being

in His Son should value life in the same manner

Larry Huber

to consider our country s

rumor-email, even Obama's

Google's talent for

Parent

amendment now are not
so forward-thinking as

became a US citizen at age three, when we

and originated life (Gen 2:7) and since it is
sacred those who have put their trust and faith

In Him,

those arguing against an

States. According to one

In a loving manner, let me share a few

evidenced throughout the Bible.

protect its presidency. But

old, when my husband and I adopted him, My
younger son, Samuel, was born in India, and

w o r d s w i t h " C r e s c e n t " r e a d e r s . G o d d e fi n e d

the greatest commandments, I understand 'my
neighbor' to also include unborn children.

con.spirators needed to

Nam, and became a US citizen at seven months

Benjamin, my oldest son, was born in Vict

voiced in the articles.

I read Matthew 22:37-39 where Jesus states

might explain how a young
country beset by foreign

one of "us" generally claim
people born overseas do not
fully understand the United

president or vice president.

the significance of a president-elect's US

Dear Editor,

Of course, historians

might point to the original

I

fi n d t h e o l d e r e m a i l s t h a t c o n s t i t u t e t h e b a c k -

by Google

Once you've used it, you wpn't back either.

B E TA
w w w. t e c h n o b u z z . n e t

RETRACTION

On page 1 of the October

(£res!cent

The Crescent Staff 2008-2009

30, 2008, edition of The

Crescent, the following
statement was published:
"Just because abortion is

Editor In Chief
KRISTIN GNII^

part of the party, it does

Assisianl Editor
MEGAN E. PARKS

Feetore I Sports Editor

Business Manager

A&C I Faith Editor
SAMANTHAAYRES

not mean each member is

defined by it or supports
it. Wc do not all say 'yay

KONNiE CLARY

abortion.'" We retract this

statement. Kathy Helninge

feels she did not say this.

Main Office (503) 554-3011

Business / Ad Inquires (503j 554-3017

News Editor
NATALiE GOULD

Voice/OfHnion Editor
Reporters
AMANDA WiNKELMAN
BRITTANY MURRAY
KATTLIN BARBER
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TAYLOR KANEN

Darkroom Marwger
APRIL BARKLEY
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KEVIN BROWN
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LAURAN WOODRUFF
JORDAN WEISS

ws'cwned and will

® fifSt-feceived basis. Letters

authors sigriatuie. academic major, dass
s^irtg or job departmente-marfed
name and
wli r^we a reply for the purpose of veriletters
flcatonLettersare subject to editing for space
and darity. The Crescent reserves the rioht to
refuse pubiicabon of any submission.
The Crescent
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Guns on

security

Concealed Carry on campus
to allow students who are having to adjust
overall to the new environment of college to
be allowed to have guns.

JOEL D. MOORE
Guest Reporter

Students said that if they knew who had
the guns and that if that person was licensed
and capable of using a gun accurately, with the

Ivtl Gierok, Director of Security Services

at George Fox University, said if concealed
handguns on campus becomes an accepted
practice, then universities should consider

means not to kill and just defend, they would

first "because we don't have any way to combat

feel safer and probably feel comfortable with
them having a concealed weapon. "1 feel that
the senior security officers should be allowed
to carry, but definitely not the students. The
only stipulation would be if they actually had
a concealed weapons permit, and could prove
it. But it's not a great option for Fox," said

a .shooter."

Schatz.

Gierok said his job would be easier if he had
access to the information that security officers at
state schools have available. "They have access

frightening situations, some students argue

arming security officers as well. However, Gierok
would rather have access to more information

and more security officers.
in the case of a school shooting, Gierok said
Security Services would call law enforcement

Although guns may seem helpful in some
there arc better ways to avoid these dangers.
"For the most part these situations for which

to the I.ItDS, which is the Law linforcemcnt

Data System, and the NCIC [National Crime
Information Center]. Private institutions don't

you would feel safer with a gun, i.e. muggings,
rapes, abductions, etc., steps of precaution
would be just as effective. Mostly, just don't

get that access, but we still have to deal with the

walk across campus at night alone," said

same type of criminal activity."
School security officers need government

Dyrland-Marquis.

certification to access the LEDS and the NCIC.

For more information on Students for

Gierok said, "It's not a requirement, so schools
don't need to conform to that." Currently,
if campus security officers stop a suspicious

Concealed Carry and their causes visit their

person on campus, and he is not doing anything
wrong, all Security can do is send him off
campus. Gierok said if a new law passes, private

website at http://wu'u'.concealedcampus.org/
Photo by KEVIN BROWN

Hact Dyreland-Marquis is a student security guard.
dorm rooms. "I would feel unsafe more about

institutions like George Fox could have access

AMANDA

to the same information as state schools.

Some universities allow permit-holding
students to carry a concealed gun, but private
institutions can decide whether or not to allow

this practice. Gierok said very few students
have asked about carrying a concealed weapon
on campus. "I believe it would be a harder sell
on this campus than a lot of other Christian
universities because of the stance and the belief

system," he said, referring to the university's
pacifist Quaker roots.
Even so, he said in most instances school

shootings are very quick, starting and ending
before authorities have a chance to engage the
shooter. "Could they have been prevented if
someone had been armed?" said Gierok, "It's a

good debate."
George Fox security personnel have the
option of wearing bulletproof vests while
on duty, but officers are not allowed to carry
weapons.

Gierok said people are more likely to
comply and be respectful to armed personnel.
George Fox security officers have encountered
some aggressive people in recent years. Gierok
said if his officers were armed, "They probably
wouldn't have jumped up and tried taking
punches at us."
When hired, Gierok knew the universit)''s
policy against security personnel carrying
weapons, and he thinks armed security officers
or students carrying a concealed weapon might
make students nervous. Gierok said, "It would
be more of a distraction for students because

of their lack of understanding of why a person
would carry a weapon. If you don't train
people and teach people, and they don't have
an understanding, it becomes fear, and when
you have fear, you have a bad environment for
learning."

K AT E

WINKELMAN

Voice/Opinion Editor

George Fox UnK'ersiry, a smaller,

students because if you make a peer mad

enough, then they might come after you. I don't
think anyone at school would stoop as low

Christian, private University, it seems hard to
imagine students carrying around guns and the
possible existing threats on our student body.

as taking a fellow peer's life. At a bigger, and

However, this is becoming a bigger national

go to the bigger schools than good old George
Fox," said Jordan Schatz, a student security

issue. At this time there are twelve states

tr}'ing to pass laws that will
allow students, faculty, and
administration to carry arms
for self-defensive purposes.
Just weeks before Fox
students arrived on campus
Students

for

Concealed

Carry on Campus had their
first national meeting in
August held in Washington,
D.C. This organization is
fighting for the right of
college students to carry
guns on campus for self-

liberal, state or other school, I would feel rather
unsafe because I believe that a lot more loons

"For the most part
these situations for which

you would feel safer with a
gun, i.e. muggings, rapes,
abductions, etc., steps of
precaution would be just
as effective. Mostly, just
don't walk across campus
at night alone."
- Matthew DyrlandMarquis

At George Fox

jenny Brown
Freshman, Cinema and Mass

for

Fox

would

to

to pack some heat. I
fully recognize the core
Quaker beliefs of Fox,
but in that rare instance,

the Senior Officers might
need more protection

than a flashlight and/
o r fi s t s a n d o t h e r s e l f defense

Other students polled felt that some people
do not have the maturity or the responsibility

necessary to handle guns. "I would feel unsafe

because people aren't always in a good state
of mind where they can make good decisions,
especially if those people are under extreme
stress," said Matthew Dyrland- Marquis,
another student security officer. DyrlandMarquis thinks it wouldn't be a good idea

Note from the editor:

The Security Department and Students want to express
the statements in this article are that of the individual

Do you feel safe on
campus now?

not of any deparment or group as a whole

students could have

"I would feel safer if I was

concealed weapons?

able to have a concealed

weapon in order to

protect myself, and I think
other students would feel

safer if they have them."
Brandon Willson
Freshman, Business

"I would not feel safe

because you can never
measure the intentions
of others. Some will

have good intentions, but
. I'

things could easily turn
down the wrong path"
Jaclyn Webb

Sophomore, Psychology
and Sociology

non-lethal

devices," said Schatz.

Would you feel safe if

-'Jj

be

a l l o w t h e s e n i o r o f fi c e r s

this cause is not for students

weapons, many were against the idea of their
peers being allowed to have guns in their

even If it's concealed, it's

still a weapon and could be
used against people whether
hidden or out in the open."

U n i v e r s i t y, t h e o n
campus security guards
do not have weapons.
"I feel the best thing

defense. The reason for

to be allowed to randomly
shoot or commit violent acts against oneanother, but to be allowed the opportunity
of self-defense and to keep with the second
constitutional right to bear arms.
Overall, nearly ever)' student at George Fox
that was polled said they felt safe on campus.
However, when asked how they would feel
if students were allowed to carry concealed

"I would not feel saf because

o f fi c e r .

Students Speak about feelings of having guns on campus:

'cVi

index.htm.
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B y TAY L O R K A N E N
Feature/Sports Editor
The

students know the comings and

goings of George Fox University, none of
which include quality Bon food. So what better
weekend to serve gourmet treats then this past
weekend (a.k.a. Family Weekend)?
If you attended Friday's dinner, the not-so-

appropriately named A Taste of George Fox,
you would have enjoyed authentic fish tacos,

offer families than gourtnet food. ,

and the Music Department Concert. And the
ntaht was rounded off by a get-together

featuring Dominique

n
i tense^B^ngo^nj„,ncu
l dcd wtih chapelSunday

B.t overall, the weekend harlot more to

chee.sy pastas, or fresh-cut beef straight off the
bone.

wh
ti Friho
ydiiayBuofstlifeared
ndaJ-kHol
ersid;ay
aJBaa
aaa^arC.oeompl
nce^^e^^t

The Bon Appetite followed this

performance up with a traditional Thanksgiving
luncheon, complete with turkey, stuffing,
mashed potatoes, and salad.

production "Thoroughly Modern

George Fox faculty used the early P

Idallelujah!

Saturday to takl to parents and students ^ ^
varied topics though lectures and ^

Sadly, students had to return to the same-

old weird-flavored French toast, crusty Mac-

and-Cheese, and "Home-style" mcatloaf
Sunday.

The luncheon began at noon and was

by Bring Your Own Student, an effor

Jazz Concert
By KAITLIN BARBER
Reporter

As part of Family Weekend there was
a concert showcasing many of the musical

groups at George Fox. The groups featured

were Chamber Singers, Women's Chorale,
Concert Choir, liarly Music Ensemble, and the
Symphonic Band.
The music was wonderful and well

performed, with songs ranging from Latin
songs of praise to "Casey At the Bat,"
performed by the Symphonic Band.

First the Chamber Singers performed

three songs, then Women's Chorale performed
two, the Concert Choir performed five, the
Early Music Ensemble performed four and the
Symphonic Band played four.
The concert on the whole was a success.

The audience seemed to really enjoy it, possibly
because the audience was filled with friends and

families of group members, but also because
each group exhibited high quality work.
Christiana Mata, a sophomore at George Fox,
said "I thought the concert was pretty good. I
thought the music was beautiful."
Gary Frame, the director for Women's
Chorale seemed to feel the concert was a

success. "The concert went extremely well

this evening. It was a wonderful way to
showcase the George Fox music groups. The
large Parent's Weekend audience was very
supportive and enthusiastic," he said. He went
on to say that the next big concert will be the
Christmas concert held Dec. 12-13 and another

performance on Dec. 14 will take place off
campus.

Many of the participating students thought
the concert went well. "1 think that the concert

went really well tonight. The band was kind of
just rushed on stage there at the end, but still
sounded good. We didn't have any major pitch
issues, or derailments," said Baron Black, who

plays the trumpet in the Symphonic Band. Kim
Zcrkel, a soprano in Women's Chorale said
"1 thought the concert was wonderful. 1 was
blown away by 'Ride On, King Jesus' by the
C o n c e r t C h o i r. "

Concert Choir's rendition of "Ride On,

Kingjesus" was certainly wonderful. As always,
they left the audience breathless with their skills
and awe-inspiring voices.

Many musical fans would recognize "For
Good," which Women's Chorale sang. It is

originally a duet from the musical "Wicked."
The Early Music Ensemble, directed by
Joseph Forster, was a treat to listen to with its

older instruments and songs from the 1500s.
A real show stealer was "Casey At the Bat,"

performed by the Symphonic Band. They added
a speaking role to this with teacher Dick Elliot,
dressed like Babe Ruth, reciting the poem the

song was created around.

The concert was a success and all the faculty
and students deserve a round of applause.

Photos by KEVIN BROWN

Bingo Night offers family fun
B y TAY L O R K A N E N
Feature/Sports Editor

You always hear of the
horror stories of aging:

gray hair, hip-pain, and
bingo. But I am here to

tell you bingo is not just a
game for the retired.
It can get intense.
And George Fox
University took full

advantage of that Saturday
night during the inaugural
Bingo Night at Family
Weekend.

Set up in Klagcs
Dining Hall, better

esign by K-yl

known as the Bon, the

tables, servers, and atmosphere were themcd
50s, complete with poodle skirts and slickedback comb-overs.

The hall was packed to maximum capacity
and the screams of delight and near misses
echoed constantly.

And why not? There were over 300 prizes
to be had, including an iPod Touch, a one

hour massage, a razor scooter, a mattress, and
numerous gift cards to Blockbuster, Wendy's
and other local businesses.

Put on by the Parent Council, and headed
up by Liz Kancn, Bingo Night was started in an
effort to raise money for a Student Emergency
Fund.

The purpose of the Student Emergency
Fund is to provide assistance to students in

emergency situations. This special fund was
begun in 1999 as a project intended to assist

students during times of crisis by providing
financial support where a clear need exists.

The fund is intended for the purchase of
airline tickets (or provision of gas money) for a
student to go home to attend the funeral of an

immediate family member, money to help cover
a medical emergency (where insurance coverage
and/or GFU Health

Center offerings are inadequate), money for
groceries where there is financial exigency, or
other crisis situations.

While not everyone left with a brand new

iPod or at least a George Fox keychain, -& cause
was met and a fallacy was abolished.
Bingo rules.

BlueZone announces first annual Letterman's Jacket Month
By VALERIE ROGERS
George Fox Staff
T h e o f fi c i a l i n v i t e

for all students, faculty
and staff. Uniting the
GFU community one
jacket at a time.
Wear jackets
after Thanksgiving
Break

and felt and brighten up the
fall season on our campus
with

a

multitude

of

c o l o r. A l l l e t t e r m a n ' s

jackets and sweaters,
from all schools can

be worn proudly
during the weeks
f o l l o w i n g
Thanksgiving

until

Christmas Break.

break up to

R c ni c m b c r

C h r i s t m a s
break.
Wc

when you wtirked
really hard in
high school, and
you finally acquired
enough points to
earn your letterman's
jacket! Now what? You
arc in college, or you teach
college students now and
it's been two, 10, 25 years or
more since you last donned
that jacket. With the spirit of
community in mind, wc invite
you to dust off the leather

encourage

your

participation.
S t u d e n t s .

When you go home

over Thanksgiving
break, return with jour
letterman's jacket, to be
worn until Cihristmas
break.

GFU F.mployces.
Over Thanksgiving
break, go into your attics.

basements, closets, or that box in the garage,
and dig out your letterman's jacket or sweater
Wear it for the students, and show your
commun ity support.

The last BlucZone Big Event was Nov. 12

for the fall theatre production of "Thoroimhlv
Modern Millie."

November finds the semester and BlueZone
m full swing. Dver 250 school spirit BlueZone

shirts have been handed out to students at
various BlueZone Big Games/Events. Every

student has the same opportunity to get a
BlucZone shirt; you just need to show up to the

Big Game/Events and be cmc of the designated
number of students in line to receive a shirt
Advertising for the BlucZone Big Games and
Events happens strategically, with evervthinc
from table toppers in the Bon, reader boards
in the dorms and Bruin Den, to over 1700

postcards sent out to each undcrgrad student
Nja
"The BlueZone,
Your School
Yourcampus
Spirit. Ymail.
our Experi
ence" faccbook
grouo

currently b(,asts 261 members, and is the
recommended source for the latest BlucZone
updates and to see BlueZone photos.

Wages Dn
in
i g Hal (the Bon) for a fun mght of
morning, which featured speaker Sarah Baldwin
and the University Players.
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energetic and hilarious

b a r b e r
Keporter

working for her

Continued from page 1
the hard work that has gone into Mi||i,

were hred tp to linally show the world X,
we vc been working on."

The story folows the adventure of Milie

D.l
towngi
rlwhoeontestothe
cnyltnount.asmal
to start a new ll-ife
as a ntodern
woman with
tf>

s t fl r f

i;f-

Newberg

so they can bring

well ami was a grea, demonstration of all of

ritv

First Friday in

(who are only

.

their mother to the
states) falls in love

and tries to resist

kidnapping her.
M

i

l

l

finds a job

Newberg First Friday has something f(jr

fl s

her boss. Along the way, she fals in love with

meets Miss Dorothy Brown, a beautiful or^an
used to the finer things in life and eager to

gentlemanlyTrevor
Graydon III, and

Jimmy, a smooth, street-wise dty-clwcller and

become acquainted with "How the Other Half
Lives."

everyone. On the first Friday of every month,
downtown Newberg comes alive with creativity.
Shops open their doors to local artists who

1

stenographer at
" S i n c e r e Tr u s t
Insurance" under

the tntentton of finding a job and marrying

B y B R I T TA N Y M U R R AY
Reporter

with Miss Dorothy

set up a display of their imaginative artwork.
October's First Friday was a huge success,
despite the downpour. As you walked down
the street, each store was buzzing with activity.
Vendors from all over set up tables to display

the charming,
she must decide

their wares.

between persuing

The first stop 1 made on my First Friday

Millie and Miss Dororhv stay at "Hotel Mr. Graydon or
Pnscila" a boarding house for young women allowing herself
most of whom are bent on becoming actresses! to love jimmy and
Unbeknownst to the boarders, Mrs. Mccrs, the face a possibly

tour was at Chapters, a popular Newberg coffee

"Chinese" proprietress of the hotel, is really a
failed actress who sells her orphaned boarders
into slavery! With Miss Dorothy to be the next

insecure financial
future — and
all this while

victim, one of Mrs. Mcers' Chinese assistants

discovering Mrs. Meets' terrible .secret!

Photo by KEVIN BROWN

The cast of "Thoroughly Modern Millie."

This incredibly energetic and hilarious
musical was directed by Teresa
Thumnn, from Seattle, who has
previously directed two other
productions at Fox.

Senior Stephen Pick, a member
of the ensemble, said of the show,
"Millie is a show about how a

person can find themselves in a big
scary world and take it by storm.

It is a fun and relaxing show that
brings joy into our lives in these
times of economic depression and
turmoil."
Freshman Sara Schneider was
a fabulous Millie with a wonderful

voice and a very convincing
Photo by KEVIN BROWN

character, and was partnered
with Cameron Dewhitt as Jimmy,

with a strong singing voice and

MOVIE REVIEW:

witty lines. Emily Jones and Caleb Thurston
had the audience roaring with laughter as
they portrayed the suddenly love-struck Miss
Dorothy and Trevor Graydon. Nicole Hopper
delighted the audience as the wealthy singer and
widow Muzzy Van Hossmerc and Jennie Fryer
did an incredible job portrajdng the dastardly
Mrs. Meets. Just listening to the outrageous
"Chinese" accent was enough to make my skin
crawl, while the New Yorker accent was very
convincing
The show is a wonderful spectacle definitely
worth seeing. It will be playing from Nov. 12-15

at 7:30 p.m. and Nov. 16 at 2 p.m. Tickets arc
SIO for adults, S8 for alumni and seniors, and

S6 for children and students. Everyone who

likes a good laugh, fun music, and energetic
dance numbers should sec "Thoroughly
Modern Millie." As Caleb Thurston said, "It's

a fun show that the entire family will enjoy. It
has romance, comedy, international intrigue,

lives there in town.

Believing August may have
known her mother, Lily goes to

B y M E G A N E . PA R K S

They seem like an obscure band. They don't

have an attention grabbing name like the Red
Hot Chili Peppers. Their sound is not as unique
as The Deccmberists. Yet, it is likely that most

both herself and Rosalccn. The

people have heard at least one of their songs.

lawyer; experiences and witnesses
much racism; and learns more about

her mother's past, gaining several
mothers on the way.
The film is a little slow in places,

though having read the book, I was
very pleased to see that the movie

follow it very closely, possibly the
closest I have ever seen a movie

Photo courtesyofallchatsfab.com follow a book. There are a few little

released three albums. What they
are most notable for, however, are

with some friends when one throws a bottle at

a white man, while in the movie, he is abducted

by racists when he takes Lily to the movie

(Fanning), a young white girl living with an
abusive father (Paul Bcttany) and a traumatic
memory of accidentally kiling her mother at
the age of four. When Lily's black housekeeper,

Rosaleen (played by Jennifer Hudson), offerids

racist men on her way to register to vote anc is

siibseqiiently arrested, Lily decides that to sa\e
Rosaleen from a possible lynching and to escape
her father's abusive ways, it is time for them to
run

a w a y.

.

,

So she breaks Rosaleen out of the hospital

t h e a t e r.

The acting is well done, though some of
Fanning's emotions seem a bit forced. Sophie
Okonedo, who plays May, a woman who
seems to feel the pain of everyone else, does a

magnificent job with the eccentricities of her

character and clearly displays her grief over
every little thing,

Gnc thing that might not sit well with

Christians in the audience is the worship

of the Virgin Mary, or rather a carved idol
representing her. The three sisters have their

own religion with the followers meeting every

Sunday to gather around the wooden figure and

pray and worship. Tlis is meant to he viewed

as sort of a branch of Catholicism in the book,
although it comes off as a bit cultish.

(she had been beaten severely) and sets out tor

There is some vulgar language, including,
"the n word" as well as some violence.

of a black Virgin Mary that t^dongcd ,t° her

Altogether a good film. I recommend it to
anyone with an open mind.

a town that was written on the back of a picture
mother. The two reach the town of riburon

where Lily is startled to discover the picture on

a weaving display. Right before my eye.s, I saw
See FRIDAY | page. 8

energy with a love of classic British Invasion
bands such as The Kinks and The Small

Faces." They are now doing a nation-wide tour
to promote "Not Only...But Also."
In

a

recent

sound of a band
that has honed

The

88

have

had

music

OC," "One Tree Hill," How I
M e t Yo u r M o t h e r , " " W e e d s , "
"NumbSers," and over 22 others.

They can be heard in nation
wide advertisements for Sears,
Target, and Direct TV. Their
name can also be found on the

soundtracks for "You, Me and

with

"Music

they heard us on a certain

"Not Only...
But Also' has the

featured in the popular television
shows: "Grey's Anatomy," "The

inter%-iew

"I definitely get people saying

advertising, and film.

Thing Called Love" in "Failure to

The movie follows the story of Lily Owens

Next, I strolled down to Tastefullv Yours,

where newcomer Anita Osternaug had set up

over 40 music spots in television,

is that in the book Zach is arrested

Secret Life of Bees." • expected. The only huge difference

Latifah.

rewards.

Connection," lead vocal Keith Slettcdahl said,

The 88, an LA based band,

Dupree," "Lucky You," and a
cover of Queen's "Crazy Little

new film directed by Gina Prince Bythewood
and starring Dakota Fanning and Quccri

to achieve. Looking at their display, it is obvious
these ladies love what they do. Their intricate
work has offered many great and beautiful

formed in 2002 and since have

Queen Latlfah.JenniferHudson.andAlicia Keys star in "The things left out, but that is to be

book of the same title by Sue Monk Kidd, is a

attribute of great value or a goal you arc striving

description of the band's impressive pop-rock
palette" and in it they "combine post-punk high

Assistant Editor

their house and asks for shelter for

three sophisticated black sisters,
August (Latifah), May, and June,
allow them to stay and help out
around the place. During her time
with the sisters, Lily develops a
romantic relationship with Zach,
a black teen who aspires to be a

"The Secret Life of Bees," based on the

The craft chat caught my eye the most
was a project they call "Wondrous Women."
Wondrous Women are figurines made from
various materials of many vibrant colors.
However, they are more than just ourward
beauty. Each figurine is representative of an

what more could vou want?"

jars of honey at the local store. She
is told that, the honey comes from
a bee farm run by a black woman
named August Boatwright, who

Reporter

necklaces, and bracelets.

Meeting 'The 88'

The Secret Life

By KAITLIN BARBER

shop. Inside I could sip coffee and stay dry,
while checking out the amazing artistry of the
Thursday Morning Craft Group.
First time vendors at First Friday, these
ladies have spent the last six months planning
for this event. Normally, they meet every
Thursday morning to trade craft ideas such as
beading, knitting, tear-paper cards, and jewelry
making. Their table displayed a sample of each
of these skills, including beadwork purses,

its approach, with
the one constant

being a love of
hooks that cut

through everything
to catch and hold
the listener from

start to finish,"

commercial

that millions of people have
now heard their music. "The

exposure is good for a band
like us doing it on our own,"
keyboardist Adam Merrin said.
" N o t O n l y. . . B u t A l s o '
has the sound of a band that

has honed its approach, with
the one constant being a love
of hooks that cut through
everything to catch and hold
the listener from start to

finish," according to their

McConaughev,
They just released their first album under

them out on iTunes or

October 28 entitled

show."

but it has been a shock to hear

website.

b a n d ' s fi r s t m a j o r
label company, on

TV

band has always just wanted
people to listen to their music,

Launch" with Sarah Jessica Parker and Matthew

Island Records, the

or

Slettedahl said their goal as a

To l i s t e n t o T h e S B ' s

album, check
myspace at www.

myspace.com/the88. Or find out more about
them at their website:
w w w. t h e B S . n e t .
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Faculty Feature: Getting to know Kendra Irons
Throughout their

marriage Kendra and her
husband, Bryan, have made
s a c r i fi c e s a n d c o n t r i b u t e d

equally so they could both
have successful careers.

What does any of this
have to do with George
Fox University? Well, Irons
has established a resolute

concept of cgalitarianism
here on campus.
She also has brought
an impressive academic
resume.

With

a

BA

in

Religious Philosophy from
Friends University, an My\
in Theological Studies
f r o m A s b u r y S e m i n a r y,
and a PhD. in Religion
from Asbury College, Irons
is more than qualified to
teach on some of the most

grew up with, is to the rain of Oregon. Being

"talks the talk, and walks the walk." True to her
word. Irons refuses to "hide behind the fact

Northwest weather.

She is a prime example of an individual who

that [she] believes God has made us equal." It is
something she takes seriously. Even so, unlike
some extremists of the past, her approach to

equal rights is not invasively aggressive, but
rather affirmative and approachable.

Irons has come a long way to share her
knowledge and [o\'c with the George Fox
community. She was raised in Kansas and the
second oldest of four sisters. Her parents, who
still live in Kansas, are farmers. I lcr education
has taken her from Kansas, to Kentucky, and to
Texas, where she lived for ten years.

emails of the students at George Fox University.

Foundations, what they

These surveys were sent back to Lisa and Mark

wanted to learn from the

McMinn, to give them an idea of the hopes,
fears, and ideas of the students coming to listen

Irons chuckled and said,

Professor Kendra Irons with her husband, Bryan, and dog, Pippi, on
a hike last spring.

"I wish you could tell me."
Many students have seen her
in front of their Christian

Foundations class, and some have had her

50/50 approach but that didn't deter them from
living out their firm belief that a woman has as
much to contribute as a man, and visa versa.

for World Religions or Women and the Bible
(emphasis on the "and"). Whatever the course
is, students can be guaranteed a look at the
curriculum from more angles than they would
think possible.

The hype is most likely stemmed from some
people being uncomfortable with the "angles"
presented to them. Nevertheless, Irons keeps
presenting new ideas; as she should. It is no

in chapel. The messages given in chapel were

based off the results of the survey, scripture

from the Bible, and the professional training of
the McMinns, Lisa McMinn in sociology and

e m e s t e r :

Liberal y\rts & Critical Issues

fall. Approximately half of the
lectures have been held already.
The lectures were designed for
the Senior Capstone experience, "in
which seniors integrate their general
education and major area of study,"

Monday, November 10. On Wednesday the

ships and Sexuality Week.
By NIKKI MARINO
Guest Reporter

Relationships and sexuality was the theme

of chapel for the week of November 10-12.
Chapel speakers were Mark McMinn, graduate
professor in psychology, and his wife, Lisa
McMinn, professor of sociology, both at George
Fox University.

Events focused on relationships and

conversations for men and women on Tuesday
night at 10 p.m. The men met in the FoxHoIe
and the women in Hoover 105.

The name of the week's chapel theme was

Relationships and Sexuality, but there was

The George Fox Universit)'

lectures on Islam & the West this

George Fox, were the speakers for Relation

chapel. There was a discussion panel Monday at
9 p.m. in Hoover 105. There were also separate

p r o g r a mI this Js
program is hosting a scries of

George Fox students have about marriage on

her a "Fem-Nazi" in the past, but they simply

Goals of .the LACI

-i To ensure GFU graduates have

X • reflected carefully on and articulated
coherently an approach to practical reason
and Christian citizenship that informs tlieir

understanding of, and participation in, public
issues.

The McMinns spoke about the hopes

Mark and Lisa McMinn, both professors at

sexuality week included Monday and Wednesday

on ^Islam and the West'
Faith/Arcs & Culture Editor

Mark McMinn in clinical psychology.
Photos courtesy of georgefox.edu

secret to Irons that some students have called

George Fox hosts lecture series
B y S A M A N T H A AY R E S

her which, consequently, is not hard to do!
Irons can be reached by email, Faccbook, or a
visit during her tjffice hours.

the students of Christian

Irons?"

better cook. Adjustments were made to their

Hopefully the hype about Irons is cleared
up and people feel encouraged to get to know

sexuality during the week.
Several weeks ago surveys showed up in the

Photos courtesy of Kendra Irons

She quickly learned, however, that she is the

education with them.

this semester Irons asked

all the hype about Kendra

making dinner, etc.

to meet new students and share the "thrill" of

is that the idea is to talk about more than just

Christian church, but one
student asked, "What is

their egalitarian marriage would look like.
Everything would be divided; chores, bills,

is a great love for Irons. She is always excited

keeping the title of Relationships and Sexuality

course. Many students
wanted the history of the

first married they had a clear idea of what

This is Irons' sixth year at George Fox

and she still thinks she has "the best job in
the world." And we're glad she thinks so. It is
obvious that interacting and educating students

Relationships and Sexuality Week: Mark and Lisa McMInn

subjects at George Fox.
At the beginning of

When Kendra Irons and her husband were

avid hikers, Irons, Bryan, and their Labrador
Retriever, Pippi, have endured all degrees of the

Luckily for George Fox University, her
career has brought her to Sherwood, Oregon.

c o n t r o v e r s i a l b u t i n fl u e n t i a l

B y VA N E S S A W I L K I N S
Reporter

A hard adjustment from the warm weather she

don't understand or appreciate that her firm
beliefs govern all aspects of her life.

some confusion and the name was thought to
have been changed to Sexual Wholeness. The
true name was the one printed on the student

Spiritual Life calendars. The messages had
more to do with relationships and sexualit)'
than just focusing on keeping sexually whole.
The week operated under a grant used to
prepare students for marriage, which is not
all about sex. Sarah Baldwin, George Fox's
campus pastor, explained that the reason for

McMinns spoke about the fears the students
have. The discussion panel on Monday at 9 p.m.
was an open discussion about the hopes and
fears of marriage with Lisa and Mark McMinn.
Lisa and Mark McMinn travel around the

country and give speeches similar to the ones
in chapel at events and Christian colleges.
They look at the concept of relationships and
sexuality that many college students face in real
life. They approach the topic of marriage as
both social scientists and Christians.
Mark McMinn has a doctorate in clinical

psychology, Lisa McMinn has her doctorate
in sociology and practiced as a nurse for a few
years before that. The McMinns have worked at
Wheaton College, another Christian college in
Massachusettes, and they now work at George
Fox University. The two have raised three

daughters who are now settling into adulthood.

In addition to teaching at George Fox,

the two have written numerous books about

relationships. Mark McMinn's books are a larger
collection and focus on psychology and it's part
in the Christian faith and life. Lisa McMinn's

books include "Growing Strong Daughters,"
"The Contented Soul," and "Sexuality and
Holy Longing," all of which focus more on
the relationships of people and combine the
Christian faith with sociology.

THE POETRY CORNER
jesus and buddha

said Elizabeth Todd, co-director of
the Liberal Arts & Critical Issues
program.
One of the lectures was an

Interfaith Dialogue between
Shahriar Ahmed of the Bilal Mosque
Association and Rabbi Joseph Wolf.
It was held Nov. 10.

Members of the George Fox
coinmunlty may attend the events
by invitation only. The lectures arc
all held in the Hoover building on

2To
• have
hep
l learned
studentsin n
ithetegfirst
ratethree
whatyears
theyof
their college experience, to see the various
elements of their education as fitting into
a coherent whole, and to connect it with a

clearer sense of vocation - that is, to integrate
and apply at an advanced level the breadth of
their studies.

and some George Fox community
members.
l.slam & the West is one of four

3T•oroles
prepasarecitizens
studenintspublic
to takissues
e on faced
cruca
il
by their communities and nations, embodying
Christ-like loving service as leaders

rotating lecture seric.s. The others
arc The Future of the American

Dream (Spring, 2009), The
Dcvelf)ping Wt)rld and the West

(Fall, k)09), and Christians and

American Popular Culture (Spring,
2010).
The intent of these lectures is

"to encourage students to integrate
their specialized knowledge and
general education with Christian

faith in the context of adtlrcssing a
public issue of current significance,"
s a i d To d d .

Guest Writer

on the road

with kerouac

they hop freights and hitch rides
i imagine

because faith is hopeless only
doubt certain

campus.

According to Todd, the lectures
are attended by about 170 students

By SOPHIA HACKER

4T•oobjectives
assesssabove
tudentsbyain-depth
btiyl toacresearch
he
i vethe
on an issue concerning the topic Islam and
the West. Drawing on Christian liberal
arts training and through a collaborativ^e,
interdisciplinary effort, students design and
conduct research to develop a well-considered
response to an issue.
According to co-director of LACI program
H I i z a b c t l i To d d

beatniks and junkies and jesus

in the band wagon with buddha
samsara is stopped at the cross
and original sin is just humanit\''s dharma
aren't they the same? the soul and the mind?

or the beaten down highway and the hopes of
experiencing a vision?

the innocent who look at the world
and do instead of watch

the suffering, all of the suffering
middle class, closed canon blues

oh, the quest for equalit)'

SUBMIT YOUR POETRY: crescent@georgefox.edu
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ByTAVL?RZ2^ J^issed it: Voleybal finishes on a high note
F e a t u r e / S p o r s E d i t oW
r he'ee
l r"SportsCenters' Me
lirGym.

eligibility left.

tP^ mi
r nse
mas
i the team opened up 5-0, andW
«h
were

VOLLEYBALL

overall after going 4-1 in their first five

" Fin'ishin"g ofFf th
oex2008
U nseason
i v , on a high

conference matches. The second half had

note, the

ci„w,Kcl ,l,c Willam«,=

, ^struggle, however, as the Bruins had
tthhe es e r.f>s neflc tlomn..d » ut:_i mr.ne ^ t ^h icss r c af ts
a l lfo r t e n a n d s i x i n a r o w b e f o r e

Fox only graduates two seniors: Jasmine Ah
Choy, a defender, and Anna Russell, a forward.
Russell contributed one goal and four assists.
MEN'S SOCCER

volleyball match Saturd the
. N=i
k tallie Pi
'"ver
Willamette. ^
ckett had 12 kils and Jessica

Bringing head coach Tim Tsohantaridis's
first year in his second tour of duty with the
George Fox University men's soccer program to
a heartbreaking conclusion, the visiting Bruins

Win. Pickett finished 5th in career blocks with

dropped a 1-0 decision to the Whitman College

25, 25-19) in a Northwest Conferen' ' with the season-ending win
rrison had eight blocks as the Bruins in the

^10
and
iMorri
son was
th 142.
Bruins
were
12-14
overall10th
andwi6-10
to ticThe
for
6rh in the Northwest Conference.

Missionaries in a Northwest Conference

men's soccer match Saturday afternoon at the
Whitman Athletic Fields.

Whitman peppered Bruin keeper Danny
Kamna with 14 shots in each half, but the

WOMEN'S socci:r

George Fox wrapped up its fall campaign
With an overall record of 12-8, tying the mark
lor most wins in a season during seven years
under head coach Andy I lecherington, and 8-8
in (he conference, finishing fifth in the league
standings.

Twenty-four of the Bruins' 28 goals were
scored by jenny McKinscy, Kirsten Cardwell,

and Molly Schaefcr, all arc eligible to play
next year. McKinscy, a junior, led the team

with 12 goals and seven assists and Cardwell,
a sophomore, contributed eight goals and six
assists. Schaefer, who will graduate this year
but still has a year of athletic eligibility, scored
four goals.

Sally Page ended the year with seven

shutouts, two off the school record and tied

rookie made a handful of spectacular saves,
reeling in eight to keep the game clo.sc.
Freshman Brennan Altringer led the Bruins
in scoring this season with five goals and three
as.sists. Brian Sttjry added three goals and three
assists, while Garrett Blixzard led the team with

four assists. Three other Bruin players—^Jon
Maroni, Keith Marshall, and Scan Daughtry—
added two goals apiece.
Junior goalkeeper Jake Maguirc finished

with 91 saves (2nd NWC), 6.50 saves per

the Bruins in the Northwest Conference

game (1st NWC) and a .758 savc-pcrccntage
(8rh NWC). Maguirc will be back in goal next
season for the Bruins who graduate only two

Championships Saturday at Veterans Memorial

seniors; Maroni and Blizzard.

Golf Course in Walla Walla, Wash. The GFU

men finished 8th in their race, while the Bruin
women were relegated to 9th due to having only
four runners in the race, and five are needed to

CROSS

COUNTRY

Higgins placed 46th overall in
for second in the NWC, and 100 saves (tied the Bradley
men's 8K. race and Abby Reed was 27th
for 5th). Page is a senior, but has one year of in the women's 6K race, the top runners for

get a team score. Next up for the Bruins is the
NCAA Division IJI West Regionals on Nov. 15
at Bush's Pasture Park in Salem, Ore.

At the last second
If there is a Blazer fan in the building

Get to know

games of the year are

(or reading this) you witnessed Brandon
Roy's ().8-sccond buzzer beater to lift the

more like scrimmages.

Blazers over the Rockets on Friday.
The dagger came at an opportune
time for Roy (and Portland), redeeming

Mark Sundquist

4. Jordan shrugs off

B y B R I T TA N Y M U R R AY
Reporter

theJazz:
Michael Jordan

himself for hacking Yao

was one of the greatest

Ming for an and-one late in

clutch shooters

overtime. Not that he had

George Fox University has many talented
and impressive faculty members. Mark
Sundquist is one such keeper.

in the history

anything to prove (he had
just hit a go-ahead jumper
with 1.9 second left), but
still.

of

basketball

and

Pass

his

Sundquist has been teaching and coaching

shot

at GFU since \999 and is an iKssistant "Professor

over Byron

of health & human erformance major and

Russell in the

"I saw it fall in the net

1998

head coach of the men's basketball team. He

NBA

considers himself a Godly man who inspires his

and I was like, 'Wow, that
was an unbelievable show,'"

least part of the

Roy said. "It was a blessing

reason why. Aside from being a cad bit

Fisher added a little

from above."

illegal, the buzzer-beater was about as

something of his own. With .04 seconds left,

Finals was at

nbc.com

But Derek

clutch as they come.

the little point guard took the inbounds pass
and touch-shot the ball to the rim. Splash.

have barely enough time to

3. Big Shot Rob:

After that the series went to the Lakers with

catch and shoot the ball (0.4

Kobe couldn't deliver, Shaq

seconds is the least amount

couldn't either, and then Vlade Divac

of time possible) as well as
have the strength to launch

made the biggest mistake of his life.

Unbelievable is right.
In 0.8 seconds, you

the ball from 30 feet out.

Somehow, Roy found

By TAYLOR KANEN
Feature/Sports Editor

the extra mustard.

So while we're on the topic of "blessings
from above" and late-game heroics, here are
five of the all time best last-second prayers.

Just for the sake of history, Jordan's physics

the ball out of the key with less then

defying shot from the free-throw line over
Craig Ehlo bags the trophy.

a second left of the 2001 Western

Conference Finals right into the hands
of Mr. Clutch himself. Robert Horry made sure
the Kings paid dearly, sinking the trey-bail and
doing a little jig to rub it in. The Lakers went
on to win the series.

like NBA teams have 81 other games on the
schedule. So let's face it: the first 10 (or more)

Jordan drove hard to his left, pulled up,
and hung in the air as Ehlo drifted by. Then
on his way down and with time expiring he let
loose, and the rest is history. "The Shot" as it
became known, clinched the 1989 NBA Finals

and forever cemented Craig Ehlo as Michael

5. Roy gets two:

Hitting one apparent and one actual gamewinning shot is impressive and borderline
spectacular, but, then again, the game didn't
have anything (of worth) riding on it. It's not

l.The Shot:

The former Lakers' center tipped

2. As close as it gets:

Jordan's #1 victim.

Tim Duncan thought he'd stolen one from
the Lakers in the 2003 Western Conference

Semi-Finals after he nailed a top-of-thekey jumper over Shaquille O'Neal (while
horizontal, 1 might add).

Check out all these shots and more at

www.youtube.com, keywords: Top NBA lastsecond shots.

athletes and other students as well to excel and

do their best for God's glory.

A man of many talents, Sundquist has
quite a resume. He teaches tennis class, picklebail, racquetball, history, Principles of Physical
Education. Coaching Theory, Lifelong Fitness,

and basketball and golf.
"My hope and prayers for GFU is that we
firmly stand by our commitment of academic
excellence," Sundquist said. "And continue
to uphold the high standards that were set

by the GFU Board and all of the past people

that helped build the education and athletic
traditions."

To Sundquist, it is about more than just
winning. He hopes that his students and
athletes
see
C h r i s t r e fl e c t e d

in him through
his attitudes and

actions. He hopes
his students leave

this place better
Christians and

better people,
prepared to go
out

into

the

teal world" as
warriors for Christ

and positive

f'*/AVA JUNGL

representatives

of George Fox
University.

203 Villa Road, New berg, OR (503) 538-L300

"I

want

georgefox.edu

Mark Sundquist

my

students and student-athletes to know that my
faith and family are first," he said. "I also want

COFFEE

everyone to know that all of the coaches here at

ESPRESSO

George Fox University are here because we are
passionate about our respective sports and have

Te a

p a s t a i fi G

SmooCbles

ffa^akfoGt SandMcbes

IColkini Sodas

panM SanduHcbes

MiLk Sbdces

ft Mo ae I

invested interest in our athletes away from the
c o u r t a n d fi e l d . "

We strongly believe in developing a
positive, caring, yet competitive, athletic

program, he continued. "We are as competitive
as anyone, but none of us sacrifice our integrity
and morals just for the sake of winning."

Fnee Wf-Fi

Since within the last four years of his
tenure, the Bruins have racked up the fourth

SWING IN WITH THIS COUPON FOR

most total wins in the Northwest Conference.

$L00 OFF

I would strongly encourage all of the
students, faculty, and staff to come out and

OF A MEDIUM OR LARGE COFFEE
DRINK
Expires Dec 12, 2008 (gfu)
•

—

n

i-i

~nnn

f

il

——

support the Bruin athletes," he said. 'All of

these athletes represent not onlv George Fox
University, but also where they came from and

most of all, Christ."
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SCHOLARS: Working hard to

r'

do their best

m

Continued from page I

NEWS IN A FLASH

w

[kfojoIost^ailgateparty
WHEN: Nov. 22
5:30-7:3()p.m.

WHERE: Above the amphitheatre

class style. She

appreciates that the
professors actually
recognize the student

CHRISTMAS SHOE BOXES

as a person, rather than

just a number, which
can often be the case
in classes where there

may be 100 students
t o o n e p r o f e s s o r.
Ankeny shared her
best academic advice,

"put everything you have into your work.
The problem is when you do not do well and
you know it is because you did not try your

FRIDAY: Sharing artistic
passions
Continued from page 5
the beginnings of a holiday table runner. Set in
a classic log cabin design, Otcrnaug's Christmas
tree table runner is a masterpiece in progress.
Osternaug participated in First Friday not only
to advertise weaving lessons she offers, but also

to spread the word about the joys of weaving.
Another artist who set up her display in
Tastefully Yours was Loreal, a former George

Photo by KEVIN BROWN

Drop off by Nov. 20 in the Bruins Den

Ryan Lane (left). Daniela Sifuentes, Jenny Brown. Hilary Sarjent, andAmandaAnkeny are consid
ered some of Oregon's top students and they chose George Fox from many options.
hardest." She also said that students should

not procrastinate, as it tends to build stress and
worry and can even lead to rushed work.
Although these students had outstanding
academic abilities before entering GPU, each of
them admitted to feeling positively challenged

thankful for the George Fox community that

student's academic and personal ambitions.

Fox student. This was her second time setting

the opportunity to visit new stores you might

up a display for First Friday. She recognizes
First Friday as a "neat opportunity to see life in
Newberg." Her hobby, photography, is breath
taking and captures nature in all its beauty. She

not have noticed before. It opens your mind to

passion an outlet, and First Friday allows her to

share her passion with us.
First Friday is a fantastic way to experience
life in Newberg. It not only allows you to see

the creativity of local artists, but it also provides

Guest speaker/lead worship at Shalom
WHEN: Nov. 20
9:00p.m.

for George Fox University and these students
to come together for the improvement of each

in their course work. Many of them arc

wasn't able to major in photography at Fox,
but has now found an artistic way to give her

MARGARET BECKER

is supportive of one another as everyone has
their own struggles, but can come together and
help each other in time of need. It is a blessing

Come see the Christian singer,

songwriter, and author.
HARVEST FEST
W H E N : N o v. 1 2

the beauty of art, and provides an opportunity
to experience it close to home. Even when
it is cold and rainy, First Friday is a fun and
exciting event. Every resident of Newberg
should experience it. If you missed November's
First Friday, there is always next month, and I

9:00a.m.-3:00p.m.
WHERE: Hoover 230

encourage you to go in December. With an

assortment of art, crafts, cheese, and music,

NURSING: Servant's heart

you're sure to have a good time.

Continued from page I
take the NCLEX-RN exam to be able to find

jobs in their appropriate specialization.
Nursing students, however, are required
to complete several core classes including
history, literature, and Bible. This is a

PAGEANT: You can help
Continued from page I

tradition in the liberal arts education with

Proceeds from the ticket sale go directly to

which George Fox identifies. The students are
also required to log additional hours outside

the charity and also work toward determining

the classroom with hands on experience at the

who will win Mr. Bruin. This is a great way for

Newberg hospital. Hundreds of hours of first

students to get involved in reaching out to the
surrounding community. If everyone gives a
little, we, as a group, can give back a large sum
of money to the community. This year's charity

hand practice are necessary to give students
an idea of what kind of job they may find
themselves in after graduation.

Along with this new national accreditation

has not yet been chosen.

it also allows the nursing program

If you want to help out with Mr. Bruin,

opportunities for applying for research and
training grants. These new avenues gives
the program all the more ways to fulfill
their mission of preparing nurses to help

there arc several ways to do so. There is a

committee of people putting the event together,
and volunteers are needed to help setup the
event. If interested in helping, please contact

Anna Philpsen at aphilipsen05@georgefox.edu

Photo by KEVIN BROWN

communities in a godly way with a servant's

Make sure to place your vote for Mr. Bruin

heart.

RETREAT: Sign up now

We want to hear from you!

Continued from page 1

George Fox University professor honored
with Human Rights Award
PRESS RELEASE

Email us:

Rwanda. The Michaels and David Nyonzima,

crescent(@georgefox.edu

a Burundian leader who survived the genocide

professor Rand Michael and his wife Phyllis

of the 1990s, partnered to train a

received the Oregon Counseling
Association's Human Rights Award
at the association's annual meeting

cadre of "listeners." This two-

year partnership resulted in
Nyonzima's establishing Trauma
Healing and Reconciliation

in Eugene in October.
The Michaels founded TELOS

Services, whose providers were

international, inc., a nonprofit

trained by mental health teams
led by the Michaels.

organization that provides
culturally sensitive, holistic mental
health services for undcrservcd

The

people and communities by

offering training, counseling and
related mental health resources.
The Human Rights Award is

presented to association members
who have demonstrated an

georgefox.edu
Rand Michael

areas of human rights and the
advancement of human dignity.

Rand Michael, associate professor of

marriage and family therapy at George Fox,
and Phyllis Michael, an associate professor

of human development and family studies at
Warner Pacific College, have been providing

training, consultation and clinical services

Michaels

and

An example of the work of the Michaels
and TELOS teams is in Central Africa,
where today there are more than two dozen

the ASC Communications office for
more information.

5

7
3

team members in Chengdu,
China, provided debriefing

8
5

4

7

for care-giving teams in
Shenyang, China, training
trauma responders.
Also, in July of this year, the Michaels,
along with George Fox alumna Sharon
Casurclla Hicks and her husband Ron,

2

9

3

5

1

5
2

4

4

trained student nurses who came from abject
poverty and who will serve residents of the

hundreds of poor villages throughout central

Christian university in the Pacific Northwest

caregivers.

Purchase a ticket to the campus retreat, if
it is not purchased yet. Take some time to draw
close to God, to be near him, to meet others
who are also part of the body of Christ.

tions for reporter positions. Visit

training marriage and family
therapists in East Asia and,
following the devastating
May 2008 earthquake in
south central China, they and

other TELOS mental health professionals, have
served in more than 25 countries, ranging from
Asia and Africa to Latin America, southeastern

so there is a growing number of indigenous

unique opportunity.

WRITE FOR US!
The Crescent Is accepting applica

SUDOKU

India.

philosophy is to partner with host groups over a
period of time. The goal is to "train the trainer"

to be missed. It is also a time to grow closer to
other Fox students. This is an opportunity to
grow closer to God, to renew a spiritual life,
and to restore the soul. Do not miss out on this

their organization also are

internationally since 1987.
To date, the Michaels, along with teams of

Europe and the Middle East. While service or
training can be offered in a one-time visit, the

their commitment to him, this is a chance not

"Listening Centres" that provide compassion

NEWBERG, Ore. - George Fox Universit)'

exemplary level of professional
and personal commitment in the

for students to take some time to strengthen
their personal relationship with God. Whether
they have never met him or they want to renew

What don't you like?
What wouid you like to see?

and counseling to people in Burundi and

George Fox University

What do like about the Crescent?

3

4

7
1

George Fox University is the only

4

3

9

5

classified by U.S. News & World Report as a
national university. More than 3,200 students
attend classes on the university's campus in
Newberg, Gre., and at teaching centers in
Portland, Salem, and Redmond Ore., and
Boise, Idaho. George Fox offers bachelor's

degrees in more than 40 majors, degreecompletion programs for working adults,
five seminary degrees, and 12 master's and
doctoral degrees.
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